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Captain Lou Girard Caught a
beautiful pass from Glenn Fiscus
at 9:40 and put the Lions into
their second and last short-lived
lead of the day. A minute later
another “AA” candidate, Paul O’-
Donahue, slipped the second ty-
ing marker past Houck.

From then on, it was Brown
and his Orange crew. Rudy Men-
dez scored at 11:41 to give the
visitors a 3-2 first quarter lead.
Brown made it 4-2 at 8:58, Roy
Simmons took an assist from
Brown at 9:08, Bob Coyne took
another assist from Brown at 9:45,
and Mendez and O’Donahue left
out “Jimmy the Kid” in the final

17Record Wins
In First-Round
IM Tennis Play

First round action in the Intra-
mural tennis doubles tournament
saw 13 fraternity duos win and 4
independent groups.

Flight One. winners: Irv Bass
and Stan Vogin, Phi Sigma Delta;
John Wright 'and Lee McVey, Al-
pha Zeta; Dan Gray and George
Gray, Beta Theta Pi; Gerald Cor-
nell and Bob Wilson, Sigma Pi;
Marty Spector and Stan Dubin,
Zeta Beta Tau;.and Walt Giesecke
and Larry Lillicotch, Beaver
House.

Flight Two winners: Larry Con-
don and Bob Fish, Theta Delta
Chi; Blaine Barron and Stan
Cheslock, Kappa Delta Rho; Dave
Lynch and Fred Martin, Pi Kap-
pa Phi; John Krall and A 1 Krall,
Phi Mu Delta; Joe Myers and Milt
Countryman, Triangle; Tom West
and Earle Henderson, Phi Gamma
Delta; and Tom Fitzpatrick and
Jim Schry, Phi Delta Theta.
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Dominates Play
Win Over Lions

By MATT PODBESEK
rown just one and a half periods to pile up a 6-2 lead over the
rove that he is “better at lacrosse than at football,” His coach, Roy
atement earlier this season, and Brown proved it in Saturday’s
ild. *

.

! 20-pound football and lacrosse All-American played an important
irst six scores, and finished a boring day with a total of four goals
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A STITCH IN TIME

A careful avoidance of extremes under- g
scores the elegantly tailored line of our g
new Atherton Model. Soft front,
natural shoulders, and pleatless trou-
sers offer a maximum of comfort and §
trim appearance at all times.

i§ the
| ATHERTON
g no excess padding
£ or canvas stiffening. ntcr/Mi cuab
§ easy lines. CUSTOM SHOP
W
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(Put yourself in this student engineer’s shoes
for a minute as be asks a Burroughs representative
some important questions.)

QWhat do you mean FU start uin the thick of* things”!

A.? mean you’ll start on the work you’re
trained for; you won’t be a man who gets
lost in a shuffle.

Q What kind of work would be open to me at
Burroughs?

Research and development in ballistic
*

missiles, electronics, computation, data pro-
cessing, optics, magnetics, communications
and'electro-mechanics—to mention a few.
Will all my work be in defensel

'A. Burroughs is a worldwide leader in the
business machines and data processing fielda.
Of course, we’ve many defense contracts too.
And that involves fascinating work in
mechanics, electro-mechanics and electronics.

Q. Are allyour plants in Detroit?

No. We’re really on a global scale. Detroit’s
* the home office, pf course. Our big research

center’s in :Pennsylvania. We have plants in
New York, Michigan, New Jersey, California
and Pennsylvania inthe U. S., and in Canada,
Great Britain, France and Brazfl.

MOIALt The singularly plural plea
of Chesterfield King make a man
tall as a hies. So don’t be a geese.
Taki- yourpleasure BIG. Take
Chesterfield King. Big length ..

bigflavor... the smoothest nat
tobacco filter. Try ’em.

Choiterflold King g!vas you more
of whet you’re smoking fori

*$SO got* to Paul R. Salomon«, City CofttiN. y., for hi* Chester Piddpoem.
$5Ofor aery philosophical verm accepted for j
cation. CheSerfidd,F.O.Box2J,NewYork46,.
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"Yes, you’ll start in the thick of things
as a Burroughs engineer.”

Q_ What about my future at Burroughs?

''Placement Coordinator

BURROUGHS
CORPORATION
Detroit 32, Michigan.

The laws that govern plural words
I think arestrictly for the birds.

Ifgoose in plural comes out geese
Why are not two of moose then meeset

If two of mouse comes out as mice
Should not the plural house be hicet

Ifwe say he, and his, and him
Then why not she, and shis, and shimt

No wonder kids flunk out of schools
...English doesn’t

We at Burroughs feel that young engineer*
*

are the key to Burroughs’ future expansion.
Though our engineering staff has increased
seven times since the end of World War 11,
we are just on the threshold of our biggest
expansion. - This, plus our promotion-from-
within policy, assures an outstanding future

- for engineers joiningBurroughs now!
What about retirement plans, hospitalization,
vacations—you know, the fringe benefits, I
think they're called?

A. Burroughs is noted for these! In fact, Bur-* roughs pioneered many of them. You’ll have
hospitalization insurance for both you and
your dependents, secure retirement, and
educational aid programs, paid vacations and
sick benefits, to mention a few.

Send for free booklet today. Why not get more
information on the opportunities Burroughs offer*
engineering students. Find out how you, too, can
get in on the ground floor of Burroughs’ great
expansion. Send fpr our new career booklet today.
Write in care of:


